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The cover photo (Google 2007) provides an aerial view of a “working forest” as 

described and represented throughout this book.  This view invokes species complexity, 

age and size distributions, stand-based polygons, stream buffers, road networks and GIS 

topography. 

                                                 

 
1
 Forest Biometrics LLC was established in January 1995 in Gresham, Oregon.  In May 2000, the offices 

were moved to St. Regis, Montana.  The owner and developer of all Forest Projection and Planning System 

(FPS) software is Dr. James D. Arney.  The company was formerly known as Applied Biometrics from 

1985 to 1988, wherein Dr. Arney developed and distributed his earlier software, the Stand Projection 

System (SPS) and Stand Inventory System (SIS).  Mason, Bruce & Girard, Inc. now own both SPS and 

SIS. 
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Preface 

The evolution of this guidebook began twenty years ago as a reference document for 

forestry short courses.  The audience was professional foresters with a bachelor of 

science degree from an Society of American Foresters (SAF) accredited college or 

university and one to twenty years practical experience on a working forest. 

The objective was to provide a set of methods and computer software tools to facilitate 

the workload for forest inventory, growth projection, estimating silvicultural effects and 

long-term forest planning.  It was the mid 1990s and the forest economy had shrunk over 

the past fifteen years.  Personal computers, relational databases, geographic information 

systems (GIS) and forestry software tools (cruise compilers, growth models, harvest 

schedulers) were available from multiple resources.  Forestry staff sizes were smaller and 

demands were greater with the evolution of outside pressure from environmentally-

correct organizations about watersheds, wildlife and wilderness asthetics. 

The expectation for the workshop was that the professional foresters knew their job and 

how to go about their workload on a monthly and annual basis.  The workshops would 

only serve to introduce a set of integrated methods and software tools to facilitate what 

was already being done through individual in-house combinations of manual and 

automated steps.  The forestry staff on each working forest had evolved into individually 

unique and sometimes complex receipes for year-end inventory reporting and harvest 

planning. 

The almost immediate and unexpected result was a public comment at the conclusion of 

an early workshop by two experienced foresters from a large corporate forest ownership.  

The comment was “We asked for approval to come to this workshop.  Now that we have, 

we are afraid to go home to tell our manager that we have been doing it wrong!”.  What 

was happening was that active forest management requirements were changing rapidly 

and forestry staff neither had the depth of understanding nor the tools to stay ahead of 

these changes. 

Two significant factors contributing to this situation were: 1) the emergence of spatially-

explicit restrictions on the kind of silviculture which could practiced in relation to 

wildlife sites and water courses; and 2) a complete lack of training, experience or tools 

for the forester to draw upon to quantitatively analyze and mitigate these emerging 

constraints.  Senior management was (as still is) left with little factual advice on what 

changes, if any, had to be made in the management style and expectations from each 

working forest.  Clearcutting was one silvicultural prescription that came under 

immediate attack from outside oversight groups.  Many Forest Managers simply retired 

that option without knowledge of the impact which it may inflict.  They made this 

decision because their staff had no resources (experience, tools or research) to quantify 

the magnitude of the impact.  Meanwhile, some outside “forestry experts” were actually 

preaching that there would be no impact.  They stated that the working forest would 

supply the same annual harvest levels whether applying clearcutting or selection 

harvesting methods.  That preaching continues twenty years later and is labeled as 
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preaching here because no quantifiable forestry research has yet to confirm their 

assumption. 

These outside influences started a planetary-shift in both professional and public 

undersanding of forest management.  Major decisions and regulations are being made 

based on opinion rather than fact.  Most decision-makers, “stake-holder” groups, and 

foresters are still using knowledge and experience from even-aged forestry research in the 

past to make decisions about forests which are now being managed as multi-aged 

structures with no final harvest.  Forestry research from US Experiment Stations and 

Forestry Schools depends on funding.  That funding has moved away from research about 

the dynamics of trees, stands and forests.  This is especially true for the evolving stand 

structures resulting from multiple re-entries into each acre on the single-tree or group 

selection basis being forced on the forest industry.  Without new field research, the 

practicing forester is left with the only experience and research available, which is based 

on even-aged management. 

We return to the objective for this guidebook given these twenty years of observation and 

over forty workshops conducted with 12 – 40 participants per workshop.  The objective is 

still to provide a set of methods and computer software tools to facilitate the forester’s 

workload.  The software has evolved to version 7 which has transitioned through 26 

releases in twenty years. 

However, the expectation for the current knowledge and experience of the professional 

forester has declined.  The workshops must start at the sophomore level of college 

education, not the graduate level.  As a result, this guidebook has much more detail about 

measuring the tree, stand and forest than should be necessary.  This has much more to do 

with the current college curriculum than the dedication of the practicing forester. 

The guidebook provides methods, sequences of activities and software tools to assist the 

Inventory Forester, the Silvicultural Forester and the Planning Forester.  However, it has 

become much more demanding to carefully detail the importance of some (seemingly 

minor) steps necessary to manage a dynamic, working forest.  It has become abundantly 

clear to this author that many professional foresters will take home the workshop 

experience and tutorials, but they will only invoke those components which they can 

explain and defend to the Forest Manager.  This results in the Forest Manager not being 

fully informed of the consequences of various internal decisions which are based on and 

rely on staff input.  These decisions are non-trival and many become pivotal to forest 

health, company financial health and community stability. 

As a result, the Forester’s Guidebook is an odd mix of cookbook steps and insights into 

mensurational foundations about quantifying a dynamic forest resource.  In spite of the 

length of this document, it has only scratched the surface of the knowledge base required 

to quantitatively manage a working forest. 

It also needs to be stated clearly, that regardless of the mission and goals for managing a 

forest ownership (timber, wildlife, watershed, recreation, cultural, asthetics), the methods 

and tools presented in this guidebook should be applied and provide a quantifiable, 
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repeatable and defendable basis for long-term decision making.  Otherwise decision-

making is occurring based on faith, not fact. 

Twenty years ago when this author was asked in a workshop what training was expected 

of an SAF-certified forestry school graduate, the following was provided: 

Completion of Sophmore year 

 Forestry sampling (stands), Stand sampling (Plots), Sub-sampling (Trees, Shrubs, 

Snags) 

 Inventory maintenance (relational databases), PC-based GIS, Acreage 

adjustments for roads and buffers 

 Annual sampling frequency and intensity 

 Site distribution and means to validate 

 Habitat classification and updating methods 

Completion of Junior year 

 Inventory growth projection methods 

o Applications, Constraints, Validation 

 Silvicultural systems and yield differences 

o Clearcut regimes, preferred species and densities 

o Seed-tree regimes, regeneration systems 

o Shelterwood regimes, habitat implications 

o Selection regimes, single tree versus group select 

 Forest health, vigor, regeneration, tolerance, genetics 

Completion of Senior year 

 Harvest scheduling methods linked to GIS 

o Hydro, Wildlife, Watershed and Neighbors 

 Planning for 100 years versus 10 years 

 Impact and Silviculture of 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 rotations on planning 

 Standards of merchandizing and valuation 

 Regulation by Area, Volume, Value or Net Present Value 

 Harvest polygons versus Stand polygons 
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Forest Biometrics Software License Agreement 

This is a legal agreement between you, the end user, and Forest Biometrics Research 

Institute.  The enclosed forestry software program package, “Forest Projection and 

Planning System (FPS)” is licensed by Forest Biometrics Research Institute for use only 

on the terms set forth herein.  Please read this license agreement.  Installing the CD-ROM 

package indicates that you accept these terms. 

Agreement 

Forest Biometrics Research Institute grants and you, the end user, accepts a non-transferable 

license to use the Forest Projection System (FPS) subject to the following terms and conditions: 

1) FPS may be used only in one office at a time, but may be transferred from one computer to 

another and installed and used on multiple machines, so long as it is not copied outside 

of the office. 

2) The FPS CD_ROM may not be copied except for backup purposes and all copies must bear 

the copyright notices contained in the original.  The FPS documentation, users guides 

and manuals may not be duplicated or copied without written permission. 

3) FPS may be used only for your use in your own business office or establishment, you may 

not resell or rent or impose a charge for using, or loan or give all or part of FPS to 

other parties. 

4) You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble anything on the FPS software 

diskettes. 

5) Purchase of this license does not transfer any right, title or interest in FPS, except as 

specifically set forth in this license agreement. 

6) You are on notice that FPS is protected under copyright and trademark laws. 

7) You agree to pay all costs and expenses of enforcing this agreement, including but limited 

to time spent by Forest Biometrics Research Institute officers and employees valued at 

$150/hour and reasonable attorneys’ fees. 

Limited Warranty 

Forest Biometrics Research Institute warrants the physical CD_ROMs and physical 

documentation to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of sixty days 

from the date of purchase.  If notified within the warranty period, Forest Biometrics Research 

Institute will replace any returned defective CD-ROM or documentation at no charge within the 

U.S and Canada.  The sole remedy for breach of this warranty shall be limited to replacement or 

refund, at Forest Biometric Research Institute’s option. 

Disclaimer 

FOREST BIOMETRICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES, 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED AND SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTS 

OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, IN NO EVENT 

WILL FOREST BIOMETRICS BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF USE, OR 

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 

WHETHER BASED ON WARRANTY, CONTRACT, TORT OR ANY OTHER LEGAL 

THEORY. 
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Required Spatial Data in GIS / FPS Databases 

Link the GIS database to Access in order to pass information between the forest 

inventory database (FPS Access Tables) and the spatial database (ArcMap Shape files, 

Access tables or MapInfo tables).  Use the “FPS Menu”, “Database”, “Link Tables” to 

connect these GIS files to the FPS Access database.  There are four essential GIS layers 

used in FPS: 

VegPoly – The Stand covertype layer for each unique vegetation polygon in the forest.  

This includes all ownership acres whether forest, lake, rock pit, meadow, urban or 

glacier. 

SiteGrid – The native site growth capcity of the land as a point grid at 1 or 5 acres per 

point.  It contains local elevation, soils, precipitation, growing days and site index. 

Roads and RoadBuf – As line and polygon layers respectively, to net out non-forest 

acres from the VegPoly layer. 

Hydro and HydroRow – As line and polygon layers respectively, to net out riparian 

acres from the VegPoly layer. 

Make sure that the linked table has the name, “VegPoly”.  It may be a table with any 

other name within the GIS database.  However, the linked name within the FPS database 

must refer to the table name as “VegPoly”.  It should contain at least the following 

columns: 

 Gis_ID  Unique numeric index within the GIS database that doesn’t change 

 Std_ID  Unique numeric index with the FPS database 

 Veg_Lbl Vegetation label from the FPS database (4 byte text) 

 Gis_Lbl Temporary text label for themes and visual displays (4 byte text) 

 Flag  Temporary numeric code for selections, reports and themes 

 Theme  Temporary numeric code for themes and visual displays 

 Basin  Watershed basin which this polygon is within 

 Acres  Gross area in this vegetation polygon (acres or hectares) 

 Roads  Area in roads within this vegetation polygon (acres or hectares) 

 Buffer  Area in riparian buffers within this vegetation polygon (ac or ha) 

 Elev  Average elevation of this polygon (feet or meters) 

 Aspect  Aspect of the polygon in degrees 

 Slope  Average slope over this polygon in percent 

 Precip  Average annual precipitation on this polygon (inches or cm) 

 Depth  Average rooting depth on this polygon from soils database (in/cm) 

 GDay  Number of growing season days above 10-degrees C 

 Site_Phy Traditional BH site index from FPS 10m site capacity analysis 

 Site_Shp Relative shape of the height/age curve beyond 20-meter height 

 Xgis  X-centroid for this vegetation polygon (Longitude, decimal degree) 

 Ygis  Y-centroid for this vegetation polygon (Latitude, decimal degrees) 
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All site growth capacity parameters come from the GIS layer referred to in this tutorial as 

the “SiteGrid” table.  The SiteGrid table must include at least the following columns: 

 Pnt_ID  Unique numeric index for each geographic point 

 Gis_ID  Numeric index to the forest polygon (Gis_ID in VegPoly) 

 Flag  Numeric temporary value for selecting subsets of data 

 Strata  Classification label of Elevation, Day3, Depth and Site 

 Elev  Elevation in feet (or meters) above sea level from DEM 

 Aspect  Aspect in degrees (1 – 360) from DEM 

 Slope  Slope in percentages from DEM at this point location 

 WetA  Annual precipitation in inches (cm) from National Weather 

 WetB  Growing season precipitation in inches (cm) from past history 

 Soil  Soil rooting depth, moisture or drainage as best for site influence 

   (This parameter is expected to range between 0 – 60) 

 Sun2  Average daily solar radiation at this elevation on flat ground 

 Day2  Number of growing season days above 10 degrees C for Sun2 

 Sun3  Average daily solar radiation at this elevation, aspect and slope 

 Day3  Number of growing season days for elevation, aspect and slope 

 Site10  10-meter site index capacity at this point (meters/decade) 

 Shp10  10-meter site curve shape at this point location (percentage basis) 

 SiteBH  10-meter site expressed as a traditional height to reference age 

 Lat  Decimal Degrees Latitude North (or South) of the Equator 

 Lng  Degrees West (or East) of Prime Meridian, Greenwich, England  

 WHor  West horizon in decimal degrees at crest of hill shading 

 EHor  East horizon in decimal degrees at crest of hill shading 

All calculations for road widths and riparian buffers use two tables linked from the GIS 

database.  These are the “RoadBuf” table which contains polygons of road acres within 

each forest polygon (VegPoly) and “HydroRow” which contains polygons of riparian 

buffers within each forest polygon (VegPoly).  The structure is identical for both: 

 Tag_ID Any auto-generated unique numeric index (not used) 

 Veg_ID Numeric index to forest polygon within VegPoly (Gis_ID) 

 Area  Number of acres (hectares) represented by this polygon 

The FPS drop-down menu utility calls these table linkages when updating gross forest 

polygon acres (Area_Gis) to net-of-roads acres (Area_Net) and net-of-riparian acres 

(Area_Rpt).  All FPS reporting is based on acreage expansion using the Area_Rpt column 

in the FPS Admin table.  The Area_Rpt column may take on alternative definitions for 

net-of-roads or riparian-only acres depending on user reporting options from the FPS 

drop-down menu. 
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Building the Forest-wide 10-meter SiteGrid GIS layer  

The 10-meter SiteGrid is a GIS layer which spans the entire geographic area of the 

working forest.  It provides a permanent reference grid of natural site growth capacity 

regardless of silvicultural regimes or species occurring within each stand polygon. 

 

 
Figure 6. View of SiteGrid points on a one point per acre basis. 

 

Since it is a point grid (typically on a one-acre basis), any updates for average site index 

on a stand polygon are simply the average of all points spatially occurring within the 

polygon.  Thus, breaking stand polygons into harvest units or dissolving small polygons 

into larger ones creates no problem in the underlying basis of productivity for each new 

polygon generated anywhere across the forest. 

As mentioned elsewhere in this guidebook, the use and example of various software and 

hardware tools are only to display the technical steps necessary to arrive at a predefined 

goal.  Without doubt, new tools and approaches are constantly evolving.  So the use of 

Microsoft, ESRI, Hawth or DEM Tools is not a recommendation, but it is only an 

example of how to get from one position to the next. 

To facilitate many land owners with working forests and forestry staff not familiar with 

GIS processes regarding digital elevation models, the Forest Biometrics Research 
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Institute (FBRI) has built a default set of SiteGrid tables across the western United States 

for all forested lands.  There are two limitations to the FBRI SiteGrid tables: 1) they were 

generated only a 1-point per five acres; and 2) the soil parameter has not been populated.  

This default SiteGrid has all of the elevation, aspect, slope, annual and seasonal 

precipitation parameters already populated.  It is up to the local forestry staff to clip and 

populate the soil and observed 10-meter site parameters.  The general procedure to 

accomplish this in included in these next few pages.  If you are using the FBRI default 

regional SiteGrid, then the next few steps to build a SiteGrid may be ignored. 

However, regardless of building a new SiteGrid or using the FBRI default, it is dependent 

on the local Forest Manager and staff to gather local 10-meter site growth observations 

and then to execute the “Build 10mSite using Local Model” tools on the Forest 

Biometrics Physical Site Estimation dialog procedure.  Only this step provides a localized 

estimation of macro-site growth capacity across the forest.  As a default starting position, 

the SiteGrid dialog procedure may be used to populate the SiteGrid GIS layer from 

traditional site index values residing in the FPS Admin table.  This provides for saving 

and referencing a permanent site grid while not moving away from traditional site 

methods based on total height and age. 

Build and Initialize the SiteGrid GIS Layer 

1) Build a new GIS layer – SiteGrid with one point per acre 

a. Use Hawths Tools (or a equivalent GIS tool set) to generate a point grid 

on a one-acre basis.  Use 208.71 feet as the distance between points.  From 

“Hawths Tools” drop-down menu select “Sampling Tools”, then 

“Generate Regular Points”. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Example use of Hawth’s tools. 
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  Figure 8.  Hawth’s tools regular point generation 

. 

Click “OK” on the “Regular Point Generation” dialog window after specifying the 

Extent, Point Spacing, Output location and file name.  This version of Hawths Tools only 

generates shapefiles.  Since this will be a permanent GIS layer, it would be appropriate to 

add it to the forest inventory personal geodatabase as an Access table. 

 

 
Figure 9. Output fields from initial SiteGrid layer. 
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The SiteGrid shapefile may be Clipped to the extent of the forest ownership at the same 

time as converting it to a GIS layer in the personal geodatabase.  Clip is found under the 

“Arc ToolBox”, “Analysis Tools”, “Extract”, “Clip”. 

 

 
Figure 10. Clip utlity dialog box parameters. 

 

The next step is to create parameter fields in the SiteGrid table.  There are two options – 

use ArcMap or use Microsoft Access.  To use ArcMap open the attribute table for 

SiteGrid and select "Options", "Add Field".  Do this for each field to be added.  In 

Access, open the table in Design View.  The full set of parameters and record types are as 

shown in the following figure.  Working with table structure is easier in Access than 

ArcMap. 

Open SiteGrid Attribute table in ArcMap and Right-click the “Pnt_ID” parameter.  Use 

the “Field Calculator” to update Pnt_ID = ObjectID (a unique index).  In ArcMap, use the 

"Calculate Geometry" dialog to assign the coordinates in feet (Xgis, Ygis).  In ArcMap 

10.0 the Latitude and Longitude may also be populated.  Figure 11 displays the fields and 

structures for the SiteGrid table. 
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Figure 11.  SiteGrid parameter list and types. 

 

A basic SiteGrid layer is now established within the geodatabase.  The next steps are to 

populate the topography, soil and precipitation fields. 

 

2) Find and download the appropriate DEM, Soils and Climate datasets from the 

Internet.  Intersect DEM, Soils and Climate GIS layers on SiteGrid to populate 

columns of Elevation, Slope, Aspect, WetA (annual precipitation), WetB 

(growing season precipitation) and Soil (Rooting Depth or Available Water 

Capacity). 

3) Build the raster layers for elevation, aspect and slope from the DEM.  This may 

require merging more than one layer if your ownership overlaps multiple maps 

sheets.  There are many approaches to populating the SiteGrid point layer.  The 

following steps are just one example by downloading and installing Jenness DEM 

Surface Tools. 
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Figure 12.  Display of Jenness DEM surface tool dialog box. 

 

Jenness Tools provides an easy transition from raster to point GIS layers.  The first 

steps are to create raster layers for Elevation, Aspect and Slope.  These are for 

temporary use to build SiteGrid.  Therefore they may reside in a background folder. 

 

 
Figure 13.  Using Jenness for generating Aspect.  
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Build each layer (Elevation, Aspect and Slope).  If there are adjoining quad maps, 

then this may require multiple builds and then merging to a single coverage for each 

parameter.  In this example there were four quad maps required to cover the forest. 

Once the raster layers are built for each layer, then convert them to GIS point layers.  

Use “Arc Toolbox”, “Conversion Tools”, “From Raster”, “Raster to Point”.  These 

will also be temporary layers so they may be stand-alone shape files. 

 

 
Figure 14.  Converting aspect raster to point features. 

 

There should now be a pair of GIS layers for each parameter as follows: 

Parameter Raster GIS Point / Polygon 

Elevation Elevation.dem Elev.shp 

Aspect Aspect.dem Aspect.shp 

Slope Slope.dem Slope.shp 

 

The GIS Point layers may now be spatially joined to the original SiteGrid GIS Point 

layer.  Since this is an intersection of a point layer on to a point layer, the ArcMap 10.0 

tools are most efficient.  Use the Match Option “Closest”. 
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Figure 15.  Display of spatial join dialog box and parameters. 

 

This Spatial Join may done separately or in series to match the SiteGrid to each DEM 

layer of Elevation, Aspect and Slope. 

 

Use the downloaded Soils and Precipitation GIS layers to create two more spatial joins to 

the SiteGrid GIS layer.  There will now be five temporary GIS point layers which have 

been spatially joined to the SiteGrid layer in order to append attributes of Elevation, 

Aspect, Slope, Soil and Precipitation.  These are: 

Permanent GIS Layer Temporary GIS Layers 

SiteGrid SiteGrid_Elv 

 SiteGrid_Asp 

 SiteGrid_Slp 

 SiteGrid_WetA 

 SiteGrid_Soil 
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Again, there are multiple ways to transfer parameter attribute data from one layer to 

another.  A simple and easy method is to open the personal geodatabase as a Microsoft 

Access database and link the temporary shape files (dBase format) to the Access 

database.  All tables contain the same Pnt_ID unique index since they are originated from 

SiteGrid.  Therefore use the following SQL (Structured Query Language) command to 

update each parameter: 

“Update SiteGrid Inner Join SiteGrid_Elv on SiteGrid.Pnt_ID = SiteGrid_Elv.Pnt_ID 

  Set SiteGrid.Elev = SiteGrid_Elv.Grid_Code;” 

Repeat this SQL command for each separate table and attribute with SiteGrid always 

being the receiving table of updates.  This may be done as an SQL command or in the 

Design Wizard View of Microsoft Access Query commands.  (This is a query, not a 

table) 

These spatially-joined GIS (temporary) layers may now be retired.  The SiteGrid GIS 

layer is now populated with all of the background permanent attributes for topography, 

soils and climate. 

Now link the SiteGrid GIS layer to the FPS Inventory Access database.  Select “Add-

Ins”, “Editors”, “Update Physical Site from SiteGrid” to bring up the FPS SiteGrid 

manager dialog.  The dialog is labeled “Forest Biometrics Physical Site Estimation”.  

Click on the checkbox “Build 10mSite using Regional Model” and then click “Start”.  

This will take awhile to complete.  This SiteGrid manager will populate the Growing 

Season Days (Day2, Sun2, Day3, Sun3) in the SiteGrid GIS layer based on the elevation 

and degrees latitude North (or South).  It will also estimate seasonal precipitation if only 

annual precipitation was provided. 

At this point the SiteGrid GIS layer is not linked to the Gis_ID in the FPS Admin table. 
 

4) Create a spatial join between "Veg20xx" and SiteGrid to assign SiteGrid.Gis_ID 

from the Veg20xx.Gis_ID index.  The spatial Join provides the ability to assign 

the "Veg20xx" Gis_ID to the SiteGrid Gis_ID column.  Go to the ArcToolBox for 

Spatial Joins.  

 

This Spatial Join between the SiteGrid and Veg20xx tables creates a temporary 

layer.  Give this temporary layer the name "SiteJoin" (Figure 16).  Note that the 

"Keep All Target Features (optional) has been set to "Unchecked" to cause an 

inner join (Figure 17).   
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Figure 16.  Getting to spatial join in ESRI Arc Toolbox. 

Click "OK" once this Spatial Join has been set up as in this Figure 17 dialog view. 

 

Figure 17.  Executing a spatial join between two layers. 
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5) Now go to the FPS Database to link both SiteGrid and SiteJoin tables to this 

database.  Use "External Data" tab, "Access" to populate the dialog as in Figure 

18 for getting external data.  

 

Figure 18.  Proceedure to link to external datasets. 

 

6) This will bring up the list of available GIS layers.  Pick SiteGrid and SiteJoin as 

in the "Link Tables" view in Figure 19.  Then click "OK".  

Unchecked box for Inner 

Join between layers 
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Figure 19.  Selecting tables to be linked. 

 

7) Next use the FPS Menu Bar to select "Editors", "Update SiteGrid Gis_ID from 

VegPoly.Gis_ID".  The following dialog will appear. 

  
8) The SiteJoin GIS layer and its link to FPS are no longer needed and may be 

removed from both the FPS and GIS Databases. 

9) Append additional columns to VegPoly and SiteGrid for FPS applications as 

listed earlier in this document.  These include the Sun (solar radiation) and GDay 

(number of Growing Season days above 10 degrees C) in the SiteGrid table for 

each elevation and aspect as described earlier in the structure of the "Veg20xx" 

and "SiteGrid" tables. 

10) The only GIS table left to link to the FPS Database is "Veg20xx".  Use the same 

"External Data", "Access" tabs to create a link from FPS to the GIS Vegetation 

table.  Then within the FPS Database, re-name "Veg20xx" to "VegPoly" for a 

working linkage to the GIS Database. 
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This SiteGrid dialog works with Regional estimates, Local felled-tree estimates and 

traditional cruised height / age site tree measurements.  If the SiteGrid points have site 

estimated for specific locations (points) in the field, then these specific locations should 

have a SiteGrid Flag set to “10”.  Then no other activity may alter those values, they 

become permanent observations and may be used to extrapolate to other points based on 

topographic, soil and climate factors incorporated into SiteGrid. 

To correctly use a SiteGrid GIS layer, the local Inventory Forester must calibrate the 

SiteGrid to local factors.  The SiteGrid Regional Model is used as a first approximation 

for local site levels and to populate the FPS Admin table.  Then the Class table is revised 

down to only three levels each for ELEV, SOIL, GDAY and RAIN.  The Inventory 

Forester must iteratively adjust the thresholds for each level until a reasonable 

distribution of acres occurs at each level of each factor.  This will generate about 27 cells 

in an orthogonal three-dimensional matrix (3 x 3 x 3).  One stand is selected from each 

cell for direct field sampling of macro-site measured as 10-meter site index.  These field 

observations are assigned to representative SiteGrid points and their SiteGrid.Flag is set 

to 10 (a directly observed site index).  Then the Local Model dialog is used to extrapolate 

these field measurements across all SiteGrid points on the forest.  The following 

sequence describes these steps:  

a) Build or obtain a fully populated SiteGrid GIS layer.  Fully populated means 

topography (elevation, aspect, slope), soils (depth, available water content or 

drainage) and climate (annual or monthly average precipitation). 

b) Set the SiteGrid.Flag = 1  by using the Editors drop-down menu “Make SiteGrid 

Site10 Updateable (Flag = 1)” 

 
 

Click "Yes" to get the following dialog.  The SiteGrid.Flag has been set positive. 
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Click "OK" and then select "Editors", "Update Physical Site from SiteGrid" to get the 

FPS Dialog window: “Forest Biometrics Physical Site Estimation” (Figure 20).  Click the 

checkbox for “Build 10mSite using Regional Model” and click “Start”.  This will take 

some time.  

 
Figure 20.  The FPS SiteGrid dialog window and controls. 

c) When completed, flag all stands in the Admin table, open this dialog window 

again to click on the checkbox “Update Admin from average of SiteGrid points 

with polygon”.  Now the Admin table is populated with all of the topographic, 

soils and climate parameters. 

d) Open the Class table to reduce the ELEV, GDAY, RAIN and SOIL levels to three 

each (low, medium and high).  Run the Habitat Classification drop-down menu 

under “Strata”.  When completed, open the “Editors” drop-down menu “Macro-

Site Stratification (Class table)” to observe the distribution of acres by factor and 

level.  If not satisfied with the balance of acres by level, then adjust the Class 

table levels and re-run the Habitat Classification.  When satisfied move on to the 

“Macro-Site Stratification Stand List” menu item.   
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Figure 21.  Summation of stands by Hab_Cls 

e) This stratified Stand List provides a sample selection list of all flagged stands in 

the FPS Inventory database.  This creates an orthogonal matrix of 27 classes of 

macro-site factors with all stands grouped and listed in their appropriate classes.  

If the Inventory Forester had set the Admin.Flag to 1 for all stands and Flag = 2 

for cruised stands, then these distinctions are visible in this list.  This update may 

still be done at this time without compromising the previous steps. 

f) Within each orthogonal strata level the individual stands are listed ranked by 

stand total height, assending.  This orthogonal stata (Elevation, Grow days, 

Precipitation and Soils) are also known as the Hab_Cls in the Habitat table and 

the Admin table.  These classes are also the basis for the HABSPP matrix to 

localize natural regeneration species occurrence (both tree and non-tree 

vegetation) for growth and silviculture. 

g) The Inventory Forester then simply selects one stand per stratum (Hab_Cls) by 

changing the Flag value to 99 (as demonstrated in the next figure).  The objective 

is to identify a stand at least 100 foot tall and with sufficient acres to allow 

opportunity to find reasonable trees for felling and 10-meter site measurements.  

The Tbr_Lbl helps to identify the potential for finding a common species as a site 

reference species across the working forest. 
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h) Once the selected stands have been identified (one per stratum), then a filter on 

the Flag equal to 99 provides a view of these stands.  In this case there are 27 

stands represented in the field sampling matrix on this forest. 

 

Figure 22.  List of stands grouped by Hab_Cls and ranked by Top_Ht 

 

Figure 23 provides a view of the selected stands (one per stratum). 

 

  
Figure 23.  Selected list of stands for field studies.  
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11) Once the Regional Site Model has completed, select "Editors", "Lock SiteGrid 

Local Model" to get the following display. 

 

    
 

12) Click "Yes" to cause the SiteGrid Flag to be set to zero.  This protects the 

SiteGrid values from changing by accidently running the Regional Model at a 

later point in time.  It also provides the background ability to field review, verify 

and update subsets of the forest-wide SiteGrid as additional local site data 

becomes available. 

 

13) On an annual basis, once the new "Veg20xx" GIS layer is finalized, create a 

Spatial Join to the SiteGrid layer specifying an Inner Join (see earlier dialog). 

a. Name the Spatial Join "SiteJoin" 

b. Link "SiteJoin" to the FPS Database 

c. Next use the FPS Menu Bar to select "Editors", "Update SiteGrid Gis_ID 

from VegPoly.Gis_ID".  The following dialog will appear. 

 

  
 

d. The SiteJoin GIS layer and its link to FPS are no longer needed and may 

be removed from both the FPS and GIS Databases. 

e. Click "OK" and then select "Editors", "Update Physical Site from 

SiteGrid" to get the following FPS Dialog window: 
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Figure 24.  The SiteGrid dialog window for updating of Admin table. 

 

f. Check "Update Admin from average of SiteGrid points within polygon" to 

re-fresh the site capacity for each polygon in the Admin table.  This will 

be much quicker than the Regional Model update completed initially 

because all of the daily computations have been completed and stored in 

the SiteGrid attribute table.  This Step #13 is the only part of the 

SiteGrid management that is required on an annual basis (or when 

polygon boundaries move, polygons split or polygons merge). 

Note:  The periodic biometric review, analysis and upgrade of the SiteGrid is 

dependent on an FPS calibration analysis where a balanced orthogonal field sample of 

approximately 27 - 33 locations is designed and applied using felled-tree 

measurements.  This balanced sample grid across topography, soil and climatic 

conditions provides a robust basis for review and update of the SiteGrid application 

on a working forest.  This analysis uses a non-parametric design of three factors at 

three levels with replicated center points.  It is most effective with a) good soils 

classification, b) growing-season precipitation and c) localized growing-degree days 

above 10 degrees C.  This methodology is detailed in a separate textbook by this 

author on calibrating and verifying the FPS Regional Species Library. 
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Assigning Forest-wide Site Capacity 

Once the FPS attribute database and GIS spatial database have been established it 

becomes essential to define the native macro-site growth capacity across the forest.  

Sample cruises will establish the current species, size and stocking in each stand.  But site 

index is a value that must be assigned to each stand to project the future species, size and 

stocking at any future date.  A site index value is pivotal to long-term forest planning. 

This used to be reasonably simple to develop.  The forester sampled the total height and 

age of selected trees in various stands across the entire forest where stands existed using 

trees close to fifty years of age.  A table or chart of height / age ranges was then used to 

estimate the expected height of a common reference species at fifty years age at breast 

height for each and every sampled stand in the inventory.  Then based on experience and 

intuition these field-sampled site index values were extrapolated to un-sampled stands 

where direct height / age measurements were not taken.  Stands were un-sampled due to 

lack of time, lack of funding, trees too young, trees too old, no site trees available (health, 

defect, disease, damage or non-existant) or the stand was not physically accessible. 

Part of the reason that determning site capacity appeared reasonably simple was an 

underlying assumption.  That assumption was that existing stands were even-aged and 

future stands would be regenerated as even-aged.  These future stands were expected to 

develop under essentially the same silvicultural treatments as had occurred in the past.  It 

was at least assumed the same silviculture would be used as where the original site trees 

were measured to develop the reference height / age tables and charts. 

What has happened is that current silviculture is far different than had been experienced 

when the original sample trees were gathered to build the reference height / age tables 

and charts.  Trees become established and develop in early years much more quickly due 

to nursery practices, planting stock, site preparation, vegetation management and 

stocking control.  Trees also become established and develop in early years much more 

slowly due to all-aged silvicultural regimes including limited site preparation, limited 

vegetation management and repeated damage due to entries of harvesting and skidding 

equipment. 

All-aged silvicultural regimes relying on natural regeneration under existing residual 

stands are characterized by spatially variable patches of regeneration made up of mostly 

shade tolerant brush and tree species.  Almost universally in the western United States 

these shade tolerant tree species were not originally identified as preferred species to 

develop the height / age curves for site classification. 

Site Growth Capacity 

This background leads to reviewing and re-defining the essence of classifying site growth 

capacity.  An index of site capacity has the objective of classifying “growth capacity”.  

Site capacity is focused on quantifying the “macro-site” for a given location in the forest.  

In contrast, early silviculture is focused on managing the “micro-site” for a given location 
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in the forest.  This given location could be one acre, five acres or one stand.  The site 

index question is “What is the growth capacity for that location in the forest?”. 

Historically, the forester assumed the same silvicultural regimes in future as observed in 

the past.  Therefore, a more productive soil and climate would achieve a greater tree total 

height at some selected reference age than the same species at the same age on a less 

productive soil and/or climate.  Therefore, site growth capacity could be indexed by 

observing the achieved total height at different locations in the forest using a fixed 

reference age.  In the western United States this started out with a reference age of 100 

years.  It later evolved to an age of fifty years as measured at breast height.  In the 

southern United States this was established as a reference age of twenty-five years. 

Since the forester desired to have this index of growth capacity on all stands across the 

forest, some method of extrapolation of existing trees not currently at the reference age to 

a height at the reference age was required.  This extrapolation was needed for both trees 

too young and trees too old at the current time.  All authors of these reference site curves 

picked a preferred tree species and then sampled total heights and ages across the 

landscape for the range of that species.  The extent of the range was arbitrarily defined by 

ownerships, budgets, time constraints and/or vegetative occurrence.  The method of 

extrapolation was always by regressing all observations onto a hand-drawn curve or 

selected algebretic equation.  Only three parameters were required because the underlying 

assumption was that all trees grew exactly the same everywhere once age, height and site 

index (height at the reference age) were identified. 

Now, it is common knowledge among practicing foresters that every tree of a given 

species does not grow at the same pace for a given location under the full range of 

silvicultural regimes currently being considered and/or being applied.  A newly 

regenerated tree could have a twenty year range necessary to achieve a height of twenty 

feet solely due to the kind and intensity of silviculture applied from the time of 

germination.  To assume these differences will disappear by the reference age from a 

height / age site curve is folly.  Therefore, the observed height at some arbitrary reference 

age cannot be used as an index to maco-site productivity because the achieved height has 

obviously been confounded with silvicultural history. 

The 10-meter Site Index Approach 

The 10m Site Index method is an application of the two-point principle developed by Dr. 

Boris Zeide (1978).  Any two points and the associated years between these points are 

sufficient to determine the site classification of any species given that a series of site 

curves already exist for this species.  If we accept the existing site curves, then total or 

breast height age is not necessary; only the number of years between the two height 

measurements is necessary. 

The opportunity in using two height / age pairs (which are beyond approximately thirty 

feet in height) is that early silviculture and/or crown suppression has little impact on the 

determination of site index capacity.  This is because total age or breast height age is not 
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used.  In fact, the sample tree could be hollow at breast height and the two-point method 

will still provide a good site classification even though breast height age is un-attainable. 

The problem is that the two-point principle continues to rely on the growth rate being 

determined by the number of years from ground level (total age) or 4.5 feet high (breast-

height age).  This is an implicit assumption when accepting some previously existing site 

curve. 

The point being emphasized here is that accepting an existing site curve is actually 

providing the third height point to the two-point principal.  Thus three points are 

sufficient to define both growth rate and growth type (shape) on any given tree without 

reference to any existing site curve. 

Reference Heights – Due to the overriding influence of early silvicultural practices, the 

first reference point is shifted up the tree from breast height.  For the 10-meter method, 

the initial point of reference is shifted up the tree from breast height (4.5 feet) to a height 

of 32.8 feet (10 meters).  To facilitate field measurements and standard log 

merchandizing, the reference height is applied as 34 feet from ground level, which 

incorporates a nominal 1-foot stump height and trim allowance once the sample tree is on 

the ground.  

The second point of reference is fixed at 67 feet (20 meters) up the tree.  This provides 

the opportunity to establish an absolute site capacity index with no other information.  

This is comparable to traditional reference height / age methods except that two heights 

are fixed with years between becoming a variable.  Traditional methods fixed one height 

(4.5-feet) and one age (number of years, such as fifty) with total height at the termination 

of years as a variable.   Height intercept methods also specify one height and one age 

(number of years, such as five) with ending height as a variable. 

In the 10m Site Index method, a third point of reference is fixed at 100 feet (30 meters) 

up the tree.  The number of years between 10 and 20 meters becomes the site capacity 

parameter and the number of years between 20 and 30 meters determines the site shape 

parameter.  

Site Level and Shape – The measure of site level is the height growth rate (meters / 

decade) between the first and second reference points. As an aid in interpretation, 

consider a set of traditional site curves. It can easily be shown that there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between Site Index and measured growth increment between 10 and 20 

meters in height. This correspondence is why the “height intercept” method is valid when 

assuming traditional site curves. The only real difference conceptually, then, is that the 

reference growth rate starts at 10 meters rather than the traditional 4.5 feet.  

Curve shape is defined by the change in growth rate between the two periods (10 to 20 

meter interval versus the 20 to 30 meter interval). The growth rate (in years) between the 

second and third reference points is observed from direct tree measurements.  The ratio, 

between the first and second segment growth rates (years) expressed as a percent, 

becomes the index of curve shape. 
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The term “10m Site Index” is used to describe this approach. 

 

 
Figure 65.  10m Site Index index levels overlaid on traditional breast height site curves. 

 

Based on direct felled-tree measurements and permanent plots with repeated height 

measurements across six western States (Arney, 2009), it has been observed that site 

growth capacity as defined using the 10-meter site method is highly correlated with 

topography, climate and soil factors.  Each factor contributes about one-third of the 

variation observed in growth capacity. The pivotal macro-site parameters are the number 

of growing season days (above 10 degrees celsius), amount of growing season 

precipitation, and soil depth.  Growing season days are defined using elevation, aspect, 

slope and degrees latitude north for each field-sampled location of tree growth rate. 

Soil classification is the most inconsistent factor in estimating site growth capacity for 

any given location.  If soil classification methods were consistent across the forest 

ownership, then soil rooting depth, water holding capacity or nutrient content commonly 

provided good parameters for forest productivity classification. 

Regional SiteGrid GIS layers 

Due to the rapid advances in digital elevation modeling, GIS spatial processing tools and 

global climate mapping, the topographic and climate factors for site growth capacity are 

robust, consistent and easily obtainable.  Therefore, to facilitate the forester’s 

implimentation of a reliable site growth capacity GIS layer, the Forest Biometrics 
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Research Institute has developed and provides State-wide SiteGrid GIS layers to all 

participating organizations.  Only the soils parameters are missing due to inconsistencies 

mentioned previously.  The forester may then independently obtain a soil map layer 

which most robustly characterizes the local forest ownership.  The forester may then also 

incorporate additional direct felled-tree 10-meter site growth observations to localize the 

SiteGrid growth capacity reference values for the local forest ownership. 

The Forest-wide SiteGrid 

The FBRI SiteGrid is a GIS point layer with multiple parameters per point on a one-point 

per five-acre square grid template.  Open the appropriate FBRI SiteGrid in ArcMap and 

overlay the ownership boundary for the whole forest ownership.  Then select 

ArcToolBox, Analysis Tools, Extract, “Clip” utility.  Identify the “Input Features”, the 

“Clip Features” and the “Output Feature Class”.  Click “OK” to extract the local 

SiteGrid. See Figure 65. 

Open the local SiteGrid in ArcMap.  Select Properties, Symbology.  Select Quantities, 

Graduated colors for SiteBH (traditional breast height site index) or Site10 (10-meter site 

index) at six to ten levels.  Click “OK” to display the SiteGrid.  An example is displayed 

in Figure 66. 

 

 

Figure 65.  Setting up a Clip of regional SiteGrid to Mineral boundary. 
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Figure 66.  Result of Clip utility within boundary of forest. 

 

To use this site grid for growth projection of individual stands an average site index is 

computed from all the SiteGrid points which fall within each stand (VegPoly polygon) in 

the forest inventory.  At this point there is no linkage to the FPS database or GIS VegPoly 

table from the SiteGrid table.  To accomplish this linkage requires essentially two steps: 

1) create a spatial join of SiteGrid to VegPoly so that each point in SiteGrid 

may be assigned the Gis_ID label of the stand which includes that point; 

and 

2) generate local X and Y coordinates for each SiteGrid point so that VegPoly 

polygons which are too small to include multiple points may utilize nearby 

SiteGrid points based on proximity to the centroid of the polygon.  The 

average of nearest five points are used to estimate a local site index level. 

 

Annual or Periodic Updates to SiteGrid 

The SiteGrid GIS layer is now complete.  The only remaining calculation is one which 

must be repeated at each year-end or anytime that the VegPoly polygon table is updated 

with polygon boundary shifts, additions or deletions.  Moving or creating a new polygon 

results in a different list of SiteGrid points which may fall within the adjusted or new 

polygon because the SiteGrid points are fixed in position spatially at a given elevation, 

aspect, slope, precipitation and soil condition. 
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The SiteGrid attribute table contains a column “Gis_ID” which is the linkage to the 

specific VegPoly polygon within which the point exists.  Initially and at each year-end 

update this Gis_ID must be refreshed to match the current VegPoly GIS layer.  Select 

ArcToolBox, Analysis Tools, Overlay, “Spatial Join” to accomplish this update. 

Identify Target Features as “SiteGrid”, Join Features as “VegPoly”, and Output Feature 

Class as “SiteJoin” in an appropriate folder and database location.  This output table is 

only for temporary use and then may be discarded, so it could be an independent shape 

file with a dbf attribute table. 

The Match Option may be an “Intersect” or “Within” for this calculation.  Then click 

“OK” to proceed creating the “SiteJoin” spatial join table (Figure 67). 

 
Figure 67.  Setting up the Spatial Join between SiteGrid and VegPoly. 
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With both the SiteGrid table and the SiteJoin table attached to the inventory database, the 

following SQL command will update the Gis_ID column in SiteGrid.  The object is to 

match the same value for Gis_ID found in the VegPoly table by copying it to the SiteGrid 

Gis_ID column. 

“UPDATE SiteGrid INNER JOIN SiteJoin ON SiteGrid.Pnt_ID = 

SiteJoin.Pnt_ID SET SiteGrid.Gis_ID = SiteJoin.Gis_ID_1;” 

This SQL command may be built and executed in a Query using a wizard in either the 

GIS spatial database or the FPS attribute database.  If SiteJoin and SiteGrid are linked 

into the FPS database, then the “Editors”, “Update SiteGrid.Gis_ID from 

VegPoly.Gis_ID” may be used.  The update action is required, but there are multiple 

approaches to accomplish this action which are mostly defined by the experience and 

techniques favored by the Inventory Forester.  Once the update has been executed the 

SiteJoin table may be discarded.  The SQL command may be saved as a reference to the 

actual method used to conduct the update in case a question should arise at a later time or 

the same action is executed as part of the next VegPoly polygon update. 

Open the FPS inventory database and Flag all Stands using the FPS drop-down menu, 

Selection, “Select All Stands”. 

With the SiteGrid linked to the FPS inventory database, go to Add-Ins, FPS drop-down 

menu, Editors, “Update Physical Site from SiteGrid”. (Figure 68) 

 

 
Figure 68.  Using the FPS drop-down menu to update Physical Site from SiteGrid. 
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This will invoke a standard FPS spatial utility dialog which may be used for maintenance 

of site productivity parameters within the FPS inventory or for updating the underlying 

macro-site factors and direct measurements of growth capacity from sample trees.  

Details were laid out in an earlier discussion in this guidebook. 

In this case, the objective is only to update the FPS Admin table with stand averages from 

all SiteGrid points which reside within each stand polygon.  Do not check either box in 

the “Build SiteGrid Parameters” boundary area.  Just check the “Update Admin” box in 

Figure 69. 

The selected (“Flagged”) Admin table records will be updated with new averages for 

elevation, aspect, slope, growing season days, precipitation, soil depth, 10-meter site 

index (in traditional units) and 10-meter site shape.  If some of the SiteGrid points within 

the stand polygon have no value greater than zero, then a percent of polygon stockability 

is updated as well.  This means that some portion of the polygon will not contain trees or 

allow ingrowth of any vegetation.  An example is a tallis rock slope within a polygon 

containing standing trees.  Typically, if a polygon is less than ten percent stocked with 

vegetation then it is usually labelled as a non-forest polygon.  Other examples are un-

weathered basalt (lava flows) and beaver ponds too small to map as independent 

polygons. 

 

 
Figure 69.  Using the FPS SiteGrid utility to update the Admin table. 
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Upon completion the following message box will appear. 

 

 
 

To verify the update, open the FPS database Admin table to view the site and macro-site 

parameters at the far right in the table structure (Figure 70).  All “flagged” Admin records 

should be populated.  A site growth capacity is now assigned to each polygon for growth 

updates. 

 

Figure 70.  Result of SiteGrid update on Admin table fields. 
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Appendix:  Species Codes and Equivalents:   

The following list may be used for conversions between species codes from different 

agencies. 

================================================== 
      Standard Numeric and Alpha Species Codes 
-------------------------------------------------- 

       FBRI     USFS  BCFS          Western Species 
  --------  ----  ----      -------------- 

      DF     205    F       Douglas-Fir 

      DF     205    Fd      coastal Douglas-Fir 

      DF     202    Fd      inland Douglas-Fir 

      WH     263    H       Hemlock species 

      WH     263    Hw      Western Hemlock 

      MH     264    Hm      Mountain Hemlock 

      BS            Sb      Black Spruce 

      ES      93    Se      Englemann Spruce 

      NS            Sa      Norway Spruce 

      SS      98    Ss      Sitka Spruce 

      WS            Sw      White Spruce 

      AL      72    La      subAlpine Larch 

      WL      73    Lw      Western Larch 

      WL      71    Lt      tamarack 

      AF      19    Bl      subAlpine Fir 

      GF      17    Bg      Grand Fir 

      NF      22    Bp      Noble Fir 

      SF      11    Ba      pacific Silver Fir 

      RF      21    Bm      shasta Red Fir 

      WF      15    Bc      White Fir 

      YC      42    Yc      Alaska yellow Cedar 

      IC      81    C       Incense Cedar 

      PC      41    C       Port-orford Cedar 

      RC     242    Cw      western Red Cedar 

      BP            Pt      Black Pine 

      LP     108    Pl      Lodgepole Pine 

      MP     124    Pa      Monterey Pine 

      PP     122    Py      Ponderosa Pine(yellow) 

      RP            Pr      Red Pine 

      SP     117    P       Sugar Pine 

      WP     119    Pw      western White Pine 

      WJ      60    J       Juniper species 

      PY     231    Tw      Pacific Yew 

      RW     211    Rs      Coast Redwood 

      GS     212    Rg      Giant Sequoia 

      PB     376    Ep      Paper Birch 

      RA     351    Dr      Red Alder 

      BM     312    Mb      Big leaf Maple 

      QA     746    At      Quaking Aspen 

      GC     431            Golden Chinkapin 

      PD     492    Gp      Pacific Dogwood 

      CH     760    V       CHerry species 

      CO     740    Ac      COttonwood species 

      MA     361    R       MAdrone species 

      WI     920    W       WIllow species 

      OA     540            Ash species 

      OA     542            Oregon Ash 

      BO     800    Q       Oak species 

      WO     815    Qg      oregon White Oak 

      CX       1    Xc      misc. Conifers 

      HX       4    Xh      misc. Hardwoods 

      XX     999            unknown species 
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Appendix:  Biometric Transformations among Volume, Weight & 

Carbon 
 

Metric / English Conversions: 
UDb = 2.54000    (centimeters per inch) 

UHb = 0.30480    (meters per foot) 

UAb = 2.471054   (acres per hectare) 

UWb = 0.45359237   (kilograms per pound (2.20462262 lbs / kilogram) 

 UMb = UHb**3  (cubic meters per cubic foot) 

 UVb = UAb * UMb  (cubic meters/hectare per cubic feet/acre) 

 UKb = 0.3048 * 5280 / 1000.  (kilometers per mile) 

 UCb = 100. *UMb   (2.8317 cubic meters per 100 cubic feet (values) 

 UTb = 2000.*UWb   (907.18 kilograms per English ton (values) 

 CO2 = 44 / (12 * 1000)  (CO2 metric tons / kilogram of carbon) 

 

 1,000 kilograms / cubic meter = 62.427961 pounds / cubic foot 

 Cubic feet / acre = (cubic meters / hectare) / UVb 

 Pounds / acre = (kilograms / hectare) / (UAb * UWb) 

 

Merchantable Bole: 
 Cnt = Number of Trees or Logs / hectare 

 VolLog = cubic meters / tree 

 Voldry = Cnt * VolLog     (cubic meters / hectare) 

 BoleDry = VolDry * Name%Spg(Lib) * 1000  (kilograms / hectare) 

 BarkDry = BoleDry * Large%Slwt(Lib,2,Idhc)  (convert bark weight) 

 CarbBole = BoleDry * Name%Carbon(Lib)   (Carbon kilograms / hectare) 

 CO2Bole = CarbBole * CO2    (CO2 metric tons / hectare) 

 

 Cords   = Voldry / (UVb * Name%cords(Lib))  (cords / acre) 

 

Total Tree: 
 Cnt = Number of Trees / hectare 

 CVTS = Total cubic volume of tree    (cubic meters / tree) 

 VolDry = Cnt * CVTS     (cubic meters / hectare) 

 StemDry = VolDry * Name%Spg(Lib) * 1000  (kilograms / hectare) 

 TotWt = StemDry / Large%Slwt(Lib,1,Idhc)  (convert bole weight) 

 BarkDry = TotWt * Large%Slwt(Lib,2,Idhc)  (convert bark weight) 

 CrwnDry = TotWt * Large%Slwt(Lib,3,Idhc)  (convert crown weight) 

 RootDry = TotWt * Large%Slwt(Lib,4,Idhc)  (convert root weight) 

 CarbTree = TotWt * Name%Carbon(Lib)  (Carbon kilograms / hectare) 

 CO2Tree  = CarbTree * CO2    (CO2 metric tons / hectare) 
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